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Why do we have universal law? 

Sanat Kumara: Why do we have Universal Law? [They are] the rules … of how things work, and 
they do not change.


So one of the issues that you are working with is you are in an environment, a situation, of 
constant change, whether you acknowledge it or realize it or not. And so, when you refer to the 
law, you have a framework within which to work with that constant change, and to go to the 
place of balance. ("Sanat Kumara: You’re Ready to Build Societies in Adherence with the Law," 
April 23, 2013, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/04/sanat-kumara-youre-ready-to-build-
societies-in-adherence-with-the-law/.)


Sanat Kumara: Universal Law is ... the framework upon which you come to understand how 
things work. It is part of the universal grid. It is part of the understandings of how things 
happen or don’t happen, and the alignments that one can gain in terms of your own process of 
Ascension and return to the source of One.


So it is the framework upon which creation, what you have called the Divine Qualities, 
everything hangs. It is the grid upon which you come to understand how things work. 


It is peculiar, is it not, that you have, as a human collective, of all breeds, such an obsession 
with this word “law”? You have judicial law. You have laws of mathematics, quantum physics, 
but you do not have, and you have not aligned fully or completely with, Universal Law.


And yet it is the starting point and it is the finishing point. And when you are in alignment with 
Universal Law, you come to a place of understanding of how to position yourself, particularly 
within time and space, how your actions, or inactions, or sense of being, can be measured and 
reflected.  ("Sanat Kumara: You’re Ready to Build Societies in Adherence with the Law," April 
23, 2013, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/04/sanat-kumara-youre-ready-to-build-
societies-in-adherence-with-the-law/)


Sanat Kumara: When we said to the Mother, and the Mother said to many, “How will the 
beings, not only on Earth, not only upon this beloved jewel, Gaia, how will they understand 
how to construct, how to proceed?” it was the understanding of the law, of how things work. 
Just like your scientific or natural law.


Now, you do not go about every single day thinking, or feeling, “Am I in alignment with the 
law?” whether it is human law or natural law. It is the way of being.


Now, many of the human laws that have evolved are not at all in alignment with Universal Law. 
And that is where things have gone awry and where false grids and paradigms have grown up, 
and actually assume the illusion of solidity.


But they do not have a reference point in the heart of One. And then people become 
disenchanted, disillusioned, disappointed, because they think they are adhering to law, and it is 
not having the results of creation that they desire. But it is because they have not taken the 
time — this is not a criticism; now is the time - to understand this body of law. So the law as it 
exists, to answer your question, to assist you and many far beyond Gaia to understand how 
things work, is actually very simple. ("Sanat Kumara: You’re Ready to Build Societies in 
Adherence with the Law," April 23, 2013, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/04/sanat-
kumara-youre-ready-to-build-societies-in-adherence-with-the-law/.)
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What is its purpose? 

Sanat Kumara: The purpose of the law, the foundation of the law, is balance. It is to assist you, 
to guide you — and all beings — to the place of balance. … That is the reason for Universal 
Law. ("Sanat Kumara: You’re Ready to Build Societies in Adherence with the Law," April 23, 
2013, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/04/sanat-kumara-youre-ready-to-build-societies-in-
adherence-with-the-law/.)


Sanat Kumara: Everything I do with universal law is about balance. ("Sanat Kumara: You’re 
Ready to Build Societies in Adherence with the Law," April 23, 2013, at http://
goldenageofgaia.com/2013/04/sanat-kumara-youre-ready-to-build-societies-in-adherence-
with-the-law/.)


When you refer to the law, you have a framework within which to work with that constant 
change, and to go to the place of balance.


The purpose of the law, the foundation of the law, is balance. It is to assist you, to guide you — 
and all beings — to the place of balance. So, that is the reason for Universal Law. ("Sanat 
Kumara: You’re Ready to Build Societies in Adherence with the Law," April 23, 2013, at http://
goldenageofgaia.com/2013/04/sanat-kumara-youre-ready-to-build-societies-in-adherence-
with-the-law/.)


Sanat Kumara: The Divine Mother brings forth ways of creation, of movement, of action in 
which we come to know and experience the Unknowable, that we can find that place of union 
between movement and stillness, between all and nothing. So the universal law, as you think of 
it, as we all think of it, is a way for us to come to know, to understand, to create and to be 
closer in alignment and union with all that is. So it was a method, a tool, a creation.  (“Sanat 
Kumara on the Purpose of Life, the Universal Law, and the Longing for Liberation,” June 6, 
2012, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2012/06/06/sanat-kumara-on-the-purpose-of-life-the-
universal-law-and-the-longing-for-liberation/.)


What is its essence? 

Ashira: Love is the core of Universal Law. It is the core of everything.  ("Transcript: Heavenly 
Blessings with Ashira ~ 6th in a Series," channeled by Linda Dillon, May 6, 2014, at http://
goldenageofgaia.com/2014/05/16/transcript-heavenly-blessings-with-ashira-6th-in-a-series-
aired-may-6-2014/.) 

Sanat Kumara: All law, all Universal Law, including especially the Law of Purpose, is birthed 
from love. Plain and simple. There is not a law that is not of love. ("Transcript: Sanat Kumara 
Discusses the Sacred Law of Purpose, Part 1/2," channeled by Linda Dillon, August 13, 2013, 
at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/08/transcript-sanat-kumara-discusses-the-sacred-law-of-
purpose-august-13-2013-part-12/.) 


Sanat Kumara: The Universal Laws are simply the laws of this universe; it is the understanding 
of how your universe works and operated. But all of these laws, the basis of them is love. There 
cannot be a Universal Law that does not have its foundation in love; that is the core and the 
substance of the multiverse, of the omniverse. (Sanat Kumara on Heavenly Blessings, April 26, 
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2012, Part 2/2, April 29, 2012, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2012/04/29/sanat-kumara-on-
heavenly-blessings-april-26-2012-part-22/.)


SaLuSa: It can all be summed up by living from a point of Unconditional Love, and although a 
great challenge in your present circumstances it will become easier as you ascend. (SaLuSa, 
Feb. 24, 2012.)


SaLuSa: The Laws of God are quite clear and based on Unconditional Love, and anything less 
is not of God's word. (SaLuSa, May 28, 2010.) 

Is the law all about a return to the heart? 

Sanat Kumara: Yes and no. It is the guidebook about the return to the heart, and the 
guidebook, or the direction, that we offer you is the same for those upon Gaia as it is in the 
Pleiadian sector, or Arcturus, or Andromeda, or CCC. So it is the same, throughout. And that is 
the glue factor, as well, in terms of the unity and the love. ("You’re Ready to Build Societies in 
Adherence with the Law," April 23, 2013, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/04/sanat-
kumara-youre-ready-to-build-societies-in-adherence-with-the-law/.) 

Is the law all about a return to the One? 

Sanat Kumara: One of your primary drives, as spiritual, human, emotional, mental beings, is to 
find out how things work and, “How do I get home?” So, think of this. You have a system. … 
 What the law does, and when you truly engage with the Universal Law is that it removes the 
illusion upon which so much of human experience has been based. 


So that is why it is so important — critical! — at this time, why I am stepping forward and 
saying, “All right, my beloved friends, it is time for you, each of you, to more fully understand 
the law. And I am happy — I am thrilled — to be able to act, can I say, as your tutor, as your 
guide.”  ... 


I am doing it because I am afraid if I don’t do it I am going to get in trouble, either in trouble 
with the law, with my wife, with my husband, with my children, with my neighbor or with god. 

Well, that is not good enough. That is not the alignment with the law. So the emotional 
component, the mental component…. You cannot think, “Well, I will do this so I will be in 
alignment, but I really think this is a bunch of hogwash.” No. 


Everything, all parts of you — and that is why you come to this stillpoint of your heart and your 
knowing — it has to be in alignment. Now, do we force it? Are there punitive ramifications if you 
do not adhere to the law? 


Well, the punitive ramifications — and you have seen many — is that life doesn’t work. It is not 
joyful, it is not loving, it is not sustainable, it is not rewarding, it does not feel good. And you 
see this every day on the streets of every country. You see this in the quiet of homes where 
people isolate in desperation.  

So the ramifications aren’t what comes from on high. The concept of punishment, of judgment, 
is a human construct, not a divine one. But are there ramifications? Yes, because what you are 
doing individually and collectively is hurting yourself, making yourself miserable. 

Now, I know, as I say this as your tutor, there are some of you who are listening this night who 
are saying, “Well, that’s terrible. He’s putting it all on us!” 
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No, my beloved friends. I am not putting it all on you. What I am saying is there is a body of 
understanding that if you adhere to you will fly free. So it is part of the collective education and 
evolution, because you have decided to come as one — even those who are in the, shall we 
say, the undecided group. ("You’re Ready to Build Societies in Adherence with the Law," April 
23, 2013, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/04/sanat-kumara-youre-ready-to-build-
societies-in-adherence-with-the-law/.) 


Sanat Kumara: While you think, or feel or know or believe, that you are on this journey back, 
you are also on this journey with everything. There is only one grid. That is the law. How else 
would you travel? You cannot be jumping from grid to grid to grid to grid. 


Now, does it stretch? Are there times when you access a different portion of the grid by 
changing dimensions or going through wormholes, or black holes or white holes? Yes. But it is 
still one. … 


It is like what you say, so many of you in your vehicles have Mapquest or GPS. This is your 
universal GPS, dear heart. ... The totality of the grid is God. ("You’re Ready to Build Societies in 
Adherence with the Law," April 23, 2013, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/04/sanat-
kumara-youre-ready-to-build-societies-in-adherence-with-the-law/.)] 


Sanat Kumara: [The universal law] was a way for us to understand and to be in closer divine 
union. So even in the very beginning the alignment of will was such that there was a will in the 
Oneness, in the All, in the Source to be known and you have what creations came forward 
throughout many universes to understand and ways in which to be able to work their way 
back. So you can think of universal law .... as a guide, a road map, a way in which to know the 
Unknowable.” (“Sanat Kumara on the Purpose of Life, the Universal Law, and the Longing for 
Liberation,” June 6, 2012, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2012/06/06/sanat-kumara-on-the-
purpose-of-life-the-universal-law-and-the-longing-for-liberation/.) 


What happens when we work with the laws? 

Sanat Kumara: What happens when you truly engage with the Universal Law is that it removes 
the illusion upon which so much of human experience has been based. ("Sanat Kumara: You’re 
Ready to Build Societies in Adherence with the Law," April 23, 2013, at http://
goldenageofgaia.com/2013/04/sanat-kumara-youre-ready-to-build-societies-in-adherence-
with-the-lawArchangel Michael once said that Universal Law is the framework on which 
everything hangs, not just the bumper rails.


Sanat Kumara: Yes, because you have questioned my dear friend, Michael about this issue of 
Universal Law simply being the guardrails so that you do not go off the supernova highway. 
And he has corrected you in making sure that you understand that is not simply the guardrails; 
it is the entirety.


So when you are operating, when you are breathing, when you are acting, when you are 
feeling, when you are processing, when you are praying, when you are creating, you are 
operating on that framework, on that tapestry, on that grid of Universal Law.


You cannot absent yourself from this framework. It is not possible. And the Universal Laws that 
I speak to you of, today and in the future, is not simply Universal Law that is applicable to  
humans. It is the Universal Law that we all adhere to. And that is where you are headed. That is 
your inter-dimensional shift. It is that heart knowing, love alignment with the law. ("Sanat 
Kumara: You’re Ready to Build Societies in Adherence with the Law," April 23, 2013, at http://
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goldenageofgaia.com/2013/04/sanat-kumara-youre-ready-to-build-societies-in-adherence-
with-the-law/.)


Are the universal laws interconnected? 

Sanat Kumara: All of the Universal Laws that I speak of are interconnected. So it is not a matter 
of simply working or understanding one, individual law. That is not sufficient.  ("Sanat Kumara: 
You’re Ready to Build Societies in Adherence with the Law," April 23, 2013, at http://
goldenageofgaia.com/2013/04/sanat-kumara-youre-ready-to-build-societies-in-adherence-
with-the-law/].)


When you look at it, if you look at the individual laws, what you have come to think of as 
individual laws, whether it is attraction, or give or receive, or karma, it is primarily about the 
balance. And it is achieving balance both within thee, within your sacred being, and not just 
within one life or one day or one time frame, but also throughout time lines, even though it is all 
simultaneous, and in all realms. That is why we talk about above, below, within, without. That is 
why we talk about balance so frequently.


Because when you are in that place of love, when you are in that collective understanding, 
when you have reached the place within your being, of simply acknowledging and being love, 
then that is it. You are in adherence, you are in alignment, with the universal law. …


What you are doing so often in your mental, collective, human bodies, [is that] you are trying to 
pick the laws apart. ...  But that is not the spirit, not the energy of the law. So you are often 
picking at various fragments. It is like trying to break things down when in fact the entire 
purpose of universal law is unification. 


It is bring together, not fragmentation. So when you think of universal law and yourself, we 
want you, we guide you to think of universal law, how we, how Mother/Father, how He/She, 
Source, All One, how we beckon you back to join with us. Sio it is a unifying factor. That is 
what it is called “universal” law. It is encompassing. It is embracing. It is to bring you and us 
and all together. And the more that you are in alignment, not with the understanding as if you 
are a legal scholar, ... [but] with your multidimensional, universal, human, starseed, Earthkeeper 
Self, in alignment with the law, then the more you are in alignment not only with all but also with 
who you are. And the more you are in alignment with who you are, the more you are 
contributing to the absolute Ascension of the collective. (“Sanat Kumara on the Purpose of 
Life, the Universal Law, and the Longing for Liberation,” June 6, 2012, at http://
goldenageofgaia.com/2012/06/06/sanat-kumara-on-the-purpose-of-life-the-universal-law-and-
the-longing-for-liberation/.)


Can anyone escape the reach of the universal laws? 

SaLuSa: The Laws of the Universe are quite clear and irrevocable, and both the dark and Light 
must obey them. (SaLuSa, March 14, 2012.)


SaLuSa: The Laws of the Universe are sacred and apply all through it, and we are those who 
will make certain that they are carried out. (SaLuSa, Feb. 20, 2012.)


SaLuSa: The Laws of the Universe still apply [in the higher dimensions] but at your higher level 
of achievement and understanding, you would not do anything that would go against them. 
(SaLuSa, Oct. 31, 2011.)
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SaLuSa: The Laws of the Universe are immutable, and be sure any soul that has erred in their 
judgement and actions will face the truth of the consequences. (SaLuSa, Nov. 10, 2010.)


How many of the universal laws are we working with at this time? 

Sanat Kumara: For the grid of humanity at this time, there are specifically about 13 Universal 
Laws that you are working with. And I have mentioned one today — continuity and completion; 
completion and continuity.


But these are all inter-connected. So they form a grid, a skating rink, upon which you move. 
And as you work with one law, your heart opens more fully in terms of divine alignment and 
knowing, and then it leads you to the next law and the next law. But your actions become 
referred reference points to the law rather than some constructed reality or self, or some false 
grid or vasana.   ("Sanat Kumara: You’re Ready to Build Societies in Adherence with the Law," 
April 23, 2013, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/04/sanat-kumara-youre-ready-to-build-
societies-in-adherence-with-the-law/.)


Why are we discussing the universal laws now? 

Sanat Kumara: One of the reasons that we are having this wonderful conversation — and I am 
so glad that you have invited me to do this — is that you are at a point in your transition, your 
Ascension, your evolution, collectively and individually, in tandem with the kingdoms and with 
Gaia, that you are ready to more fully embrace and understand, and build societies, a planet, 
that is in adherence and alignment with the law. ("Sanat Kumara: You’re Ready to Build 
Societies in Adherence with the Law," April 23, 2013, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/04/
sanat-kumara-youre-ready-to-build-societies-in-adherence-with-the-law/.)


What’s the difference between human and universal law? 

Sanat Kumara: Human law is based on punishment and control. So they have no real divine 
essence, do they? And one could argue — and I can hear you already — saying, yes, but the 
underpinning of that is order and love and not taking advantage of some people. But that is not 
the nature of Universal Law. ("Sanat Kumara: You’re Ready to Build Societies in Adherence 
with the Law," April 23, 2013, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/04/sanat-kumara-youre-
ready-to-build-societies-in-adherence-with-the-law/.)


SaLuSa: We often speak of justice and refer not to Man's but that which respects Universal 
Laws. (SaLuSa, Jan. 5, 2011.)


Why are there a million and three interpretations of the laws? 

Divine Mother: Are there a million and three interpretations of these Laws and values? Yes, 
because [the interpretations] are unique to you. But let us also suggest to you, just like us, that 
you are constant while you are also never changing and ever changing. ("Transcript: Universal 
Mother Mary Discusses the Law of Completion and Continuity on Heavenly Blessings, 
December 3, 2013," at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/12/universal-mother-mary-discusses-
the-law-of-completion-and-continuity-on-heavenly-blessings-december-3-2013-2/.)


How does our star family use universal law? 

SaLuSa of Sirius: We are bound by Universal Law to apply ourselves in a way that does not 
interfere with your freewill, so we cannot just speed up events by imposing ourselves upon you. 
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The dark Ones know this and still interfere because they do not acknowledge the Laws as we 
do. However, if matters do not proceed within a certain time frame, we will be authorised to 
take more direct action. (SaLuSa, Sept. 19, 2012)


Ashira: The things these days – and when I say ‘these days’ I’m talking about the last thousand 
years – that we like to create is the expansion of what you often think of as the intangible. So 
we will use Universal Law, for example, to expand the quotient of Light and we have done that 
now coming on to two hundred and fifty years for what you would think of as the field of Gaia 
so that she is a beautiful bright pink. And we continue to bathe the planet in the pink.


So this is how we use and create these days. So, when we were doing that, what laws did we 
work with? We worked with the Law of Sacred Purpose because the original intent of Gaia was 
to be the planet of Love. Now, did we interfere with the human race and with the free will of 
Gaia? No. But what we did by invoking the Universal Law, is we created an environment to 
support what the plan was.


To encourage, to nurture, to bring forth, we invoked the Law of Change and Transmutation so 
that the discordant energies that the illusion that was so strong during, can we say, the reign – 
and you one day will speak in this way – the reign of the old 3rd dimension, the distorted 3rd 
dimension with all the false grids, we invoked the Law of Change. And of course we are 
working in this undertaking, hand-in-hand with Sanat Kumara.


We did not invoke the Law of Elimination for this project until very recently because you were 
not ready for it, but we did invoke the Law of Completion. So you see, it was energy for the 
planet and everything upon her to make the transition.


Now, on a personal level, many upon our ship will invoke the Law of Change or Intent or 
Unification to work within their family structures so that the unity of the Universe and the unity 
of the family, the connectedness, the Love of say a family unit – and there is not that much 
difference between what we think of as a family unit and you think of as a family unit.


So, we would work on this so that the quotient of Love, of Light, and the connectedness of 
unity is so strong that the bond cannot be broken. Oh yes, you think and you pay lip service to 
bonds not being broken but, in fact, humans break bonds all the time and it is curious to us. 
("Transcript: Heavenly Blessings with Ashira - 7th In a Series aired May 20, 2014," channeled 
by Linda Dillon, at http://tinyurl.com/yc9uxua4.)


Are universal laws in the end just thoughts in the mind of God? 

Sanat Kumara: It is the thoughts or the existence. That is correct. It is not what you think of as 
random thoughts. It is a construct of creation. ("Sanat Kumara: You’re Ready to Build Societies 
in Adherence with the Law," April 23, 2013, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/04/sanat-
kumara-youre-ready-to-build-societies-in-adherence-with-the-law/.)


Does the angelic realm play a role in their formulation? 

Sanat Kumara: No. The angelic realm does not play a role. …


The angelic realm adheres to Universal Law. They may have different emphases and different 
laws that they look at because they are operating in a different sphere. And therefore they are, 
shall we say, blessed or visited with different thoughts from the Source, One. 
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But, no, these are laid down, given, shared, however you wish to conceive of this, directly from 
One. ("Sanat Kumara: You’re Ready to Build Societies in Adherence with the Law," April 23, 
2013, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/04/sanat-kumara-youre-ready-to-build-societies-in-
adherence-with-the-law/.)


How can we work with the universal laws? 

Sanat Kumara: Go to your still point. And simply call me. Practicing your Divine Qualities, and 
when you are practicing certain qualities, they more naturally align with different laws, with 
different thoughts, with different expressions, shall we say, of God, of One. But it is already 
within you.


So, working with the law is being in your heart consciousness and being discerning, 
considering. You live in a world, and I distinguish myself, not the planet, but a world, that has 
become very busy. Now, it is not that you need to judge busy as good or bad; it is indifferent. 
But in that busyness, busy is a very good place for ego to live.


And in that busyness, and in the feeling of self-imposed struggle — because busyness is a 
form of struggle; it is not a sense of smoothness; it is self-imposed — you do not take time 
always to discern, is what I’m doing directing me to my core essence and to my Self, to my I 
Am presence and the I Am presence? It is as simple as that.


When you stop and ask the question, the guidance is already there. Because your beauty, your 
heart, your soul, however you conceive of that knowingness is divinely intelligent. It knows. 
And in the knowing, you can shift from busy to being, and being does not mean that you are 
not taking action and building Nova Earth. You are, and it is well under way, I am happy to say. 
("Sanat Kumara: You’re Ready to Build Societies in Adherence with the Law," April 23, 2013, at 
http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/04/sanat-kumara-youre-ready-to-build-societies-in-
adherence-with-the-law/.)


Are there any final comments you wish to make? 

Hilarion: Continue in your efforts and your observations of the workings of the new laws that 
are making your lives better in all ways. This will require your faith and belief until you recognize 
this working within your daily experience.


Be in joy with it, Beloved Ones, accept this new way and become the walking Ambassadors of 
this new way of Being. Let your every action, word and deed reflect this godliness as you daily 
labor. (Hilarion, March 4, 2012, at http://www.therainbowscribe.com/
hilarionsweeklymessage.htm.)


SaLuSa: In the future you will have much more knowledge and understanding of the Universal 
Laws, and with full consciousness you will have no problem in adhering to them.  It can all be 
summed up by living from a point of Unconditional Love, and although a great challenge in 
your present circumstances it will become easier as you ascend. (SaLuSa, Feb. 24, 2012, at 
http://www.treeofthegoldenlight.com/First_Contact/
Channeled_Messages_by_Mike_Quinsey.htm.)
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